All below - Single 6.20 / Double 8.70
Including a mixer of your choice

All below - Single 8.20 / Double 12.70
Including a mixer of your choice

Tanqueray Sevilla 41.3%

Elephant London Gin 45%

Edinburgh, Scotland

Hamburg, Germany

Made with unique, zesty & bittersweet taste of Seville
oranges along with other exciting botanicals – Tanqueray
have really bottled the taste of the Mediterranean sunshine
Garnish: Orange
Mixer: Mediterranean Tonic

By blending 14 botanicals, the taste is complex yet smooth,
encompassing floral, fruity & spicy flavours.
Garnish: Apple
Mixer: LE Grapefruit & Rosemary

Hendrick’s 41.4%
Girvan, Scotland
Its wondrous botanical signature consists of flowers, roots,
fruits & seeds. Together they set the stage for the delicious
duet infusions of rose petal & cucumber.
Garnish: Cucumber
Mixer: Elderflower Tonic

Gin 77 40%
Bristol, England
A London Dry Gin distilled & bottled in small batches with a
complex & appealing taste of zesty grapefruit & malty
sweetness leading to warming spice & lasting juniper.
Garnish: Lime
Mixer: Ginger Ale

G’Vine Florasion 40%
Villevert, France
Fresh & floral, refreshing yet round & smooth, evoking the
very essence of springtime in the vineyards, when the air
is filled with fragrance of blossoming vine flowers.
Garnish: Lemon
Mixer: Mediterranean Tonic

Sipsmith London Dry
London, England
The expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin.
Bold, complex & aromatic – smooth enough for a Martini,
yet rich & balanced, perfect for a G&T.
Garnish: Lime
Mixer: Classic Tonic

Boe Violet 41.5%

Adnams First Rate 45%

Stirling, Scotland

Suffolk, England

The addition of violet creates a stylish gin with a light,
delicate taste & beautiful colour & aroma. Hugely floral,
with classic citrus-forward notes cleanly cutting through
Garnish: Blueberry
Mixer: Classic Tonic

Distilled from three locally grown grains & 13 carefully
chosen botanicals…complex, fruity & floral. An interesting
gin & tonic.
Garnish: Lemon
Mixer: Mediterranean Tonic

Boodles 40%

Chiltern 3 Hops 45%

London, England

Terrick, Buckinghamshire

This unique gin is distilled from British wheat which is then
combined with carefully selected botanicals from around
the world.
Garnish: Lemon
Mixer: LE Orange & Elderflower

Larios 37.5%
Pernod Ricard, Spain
Characterised by clarity, fresh aromas & delicate citrusy
flavours. Clean on the palate with a long lingering finish.
Garnish: Lemon
Mixer: Classic Tonic

Made with beer hops, natural botanicals & hints of local
wild flowers to give an added depth & lift.
Garnish: Cucumber
Mixer: Elderflower Tonic

